Managed Next-Generation
Firewall Solution
From ransomware and DDoS attacks, to malware and spyware, network security
is becoming harder to manage, and attacks are more sophisticated than ever.
According to one recent estimate, 63 percent of companies said their data was
potentially compromised within the last 12 months due to a hardware or other
attack,* and businesses suffer on average about $200,000 in damages per attack.**
A simple firewall is not enough to stop most attacks, given that many occur because
of lack of updates to software and hardware patches, or attempts to perpetually try
to outfox firewalls.
There is an alternative: FirstLight’s Managed Next-Generation Firewall service.
Our Managed Firewall solution offers enhanced threat management through a
comprehensive, cost-effective security solution backed by Cisco’s premier threat
intelligence technology, FirePOWER.

FirstLight takes much of the complexity out of securing your enterprise and keeping up with new
patches and firewall updates. With FirstLight, you get all the necessary support and services you need
to operate a robust firewall, including:

URL filtering

Next-Gen Intrusion
Prevention System (NGIPS)

Advanced Malware
Protection (AMP)

Application Visibility and
Control (AVC)

FirstLight’s security experts monitor your firewall remotely and can help mitigate any potential threats,
monitoring your network traffic to determine normal traffic patterns and anomalies. When unusual or
suspicious activity is detected, you can be quickly alerted and threats can be addressed.

Why FirstLight?
■

FirstLight offers the cybersecurity you need at a price you can afford.

■

Options scale from monitoring a single server to multiple servers.

■

Various options including reporting frequency and alerts keep you in control.

■

FirstLight experts are available 24x7 guarding your servers and data, and ready to answer any concerns you have.

■

FirstLight is a Cisco Managed Partner with years of experience using Cisco solutions.

■

Leverage FirstLight’s low-latency cloud and network for added security and speed, along with other security
products including DDoS Mitigation and Office 365 Back-Up.
*(SOURCE: CSO) https://www.csoonline.com/article/3153707/top-cybersecurity-facts-figures-and-statistics.html
**(SOURCE: https://www.cnbc.com/2019/10/13/cyberattacks-cost-small-companies-200k-putting-many-out-of-business.html and Hiscox Insurance

One Network. One Solution. One Team.
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